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Extreme ultra-violet burst, particle heating, andwhistler wave emission in fast
magnetic reconnection induced by kink-driven Rayleigh-Taylor instability
Kil-Byoung Chai, Xiang Zhai, and Paul M. Bellan
Applied Physics and Materials Science, Caltech, Pasadena, California 91125, USA
(Received 24 November 2015; accepted 3 March 2016; published online 22 March 2016)
A spatially localized energetic extreme ultra-violet (EUV) burst is imaged at the presumed position
of fast magnetic reconnection in a plasma jet produced by a coaxial helicity injection source; this
EUV burst indicates strong localized electron heating. A circularly polarized high frequency
magnetic field perturbation is simultaneously observed at some distance from the reconnection
region indicating that the reconnection emits whistler waves and that Hall dynamics likely governs
the reconnection. Spectroscopic measurement shows simultaneous fast ion heating. The electron
heating is consistent with Ohmic dissipation, while the ion heating is consistent with ion trajectories
becoming stochastic.VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4944390]
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection, the localized restructuring of a
plasma’s magnetic topology via a conversion of magnetic
energy into particle energy, is critical to the dynamic evolu-
tion of the magnetosphere,1,2 the solar corona,3 and fusion
plasmas.4 Furthermore, magnetic reconnection enables
Taylor relaxation,5 the mechanism by which plasmas self-
organize into spheromak6 or reversed field pinch (RFP)
configurations.7,8
Magnetic reconnection involves extreme magnetic non-
uniformity and was long considered to be governed by a
resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) differential equa-
tion9,10 for the out-of-plane vector potential component Az.
Because this equation predicts reconnection far slower than
observed,4,11 much effort has gone into developing models
predicting faster reconnection and this effort has culminated
in the general agreement that fast reconnection results from
Hall and finite me terms missing from MHD.
This fast reconnection is dynamic, i.e., not diffusive as
in resistive MHD, and results from a pair of differential
equations where Az and the out-of-plane magnetic field com-
ponent Bz drive each other.
12–16 In a uniform magnetic field,
these coupled equations simplify to describe whistler waves,
but in the highly non-uniform magnetic field geometry char-
acterizing reconnection this simplification is not possible.15
Nevertheless, whistler waves are often observed in fast
reconnection contexts,1,17–20 and the relation between recon-
nection and whistler waves is much debated. For example,
applying results from a two-dimensional (2-D) particle-in-
cell (PIC) code, Drake et al.14 suggested that whistler waves
facilitate collisionless magnetic reconnection, whereas, using
a similar code, Fujimoto and Sydora15 claimed instead that a
reconnection-induced temperature anisotropy outside the
reconnection region generates observed whistler waves.
Attico et al.21 and Bellan16 showed that 2-D Hall reconnec-
tion is not a wave but rather a purely growing instability
with growth rate of order of the whistler frequency.
The means by which reconnection converts magnetic
field energy into particle energy is also controversial. On
observing 2-D localized electron heating and anomalous ion
heating in the Magnetic Reconnection Experiment (MRX),
Yoo et al.22 proposed that ions are first ballistically acceler-
ated and then collisionally thermalized in the reconnection
exhaust. However, on observing electron and ion heating in
a merging experiment, Ono et al.23 argued that electrons are
Ohmically heated, whereas ions are heated by shock or vis-
cous damping in the reconnection exhaust.23
We report the following sequence of experimental
observations of a spontaneous three-dimensional (3-D) Hall-
mediated reconnection: (i) a current-carrying MHD-driven
plasma jet self-forms,24 (ii) the jet undergoes a kink instabil-
ity,25 (iii) the kink provides the environment for develop-
ment of a secondary, Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability,26 (iv)
the RT instability chokes the current channel radius to cause
a fast localized reconnection,26 (v) the reconnection
produces localized electron and ion heating, and (vi) the
reconnection also radiates broadband obliquely propagating,
right-hand circularly polarized whistler waves. These obser-
vations show that Hall physics is important even though the
plasma jet is collisional, that electrons are plausibly heated
by Ohmic dissipation, and that ions are plausibly heated sto-
chastically. Because the configuration is a coaxial helicity
source as often used for producing spheromaks,27 these
observations provide new insights into the likely reconnec-
tion process underlying Taylor relaxation.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUPAND KINK-INDUCED RT
INSTABILITY
The experimental setup, detailed in Refs. 25 and 26 and
sketched in Fig. 1, creates a collimated MHD plasma jet
flowing along the z-axis of a 1.6m long, 1.4m diameter vac-
uum chamber. The operational sequence is: (i) an external
coil establishes a poloidal magnetic field linking a 20 cm di-
ameter copper disk electrode to a co-planar 50 cm diameter
copper annulus electrode, (ii) fast gas valves puff Ar gas
through 8 holes on each of the disk and annulus, (iii) 5 kV
from a 120 lF capacitor bank applied across the disk-
annulus gap breaks down the gas cloud and drives current
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along 8 arched plasma-filled flux tubes linking disk holes to
annulus holes, (iv) the inner segments of these arched flux
tubes merge to form a collimated jet which proceeds to
lengthen, and (v) a pulse forming network sustains the
50–60 kA jet current for 50 ls as the jet lengthens.
A double-branch fiber bundle routes two separate
images to a DRS Imacon 200 high-speed movie camera. As
seen in Fig. 1, the two branches are, respectively, coupled to
a lens that captures end-on images of plasma in visible light
and to a lens that captures light from an end-on EUV imag-
ing system.28 The high-speed camera is also used to photo-
graph the plasma in visible light from the side. Time- and
space-resolved spectroscopic information is obtained using a
vertically aligned 12-channel optical fiber array29 that views
the jet through a vacuum chamber side window at an axial
location where the RT instability occurs; assuming local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) spectroscopic line ratios
indicate that the electron temperature before kinking is
Te¼ 2–3 eV. High-frequency vector magnetic field fluctua-
tions are measured by a probe consisting of three orthogonal
pairs of oppositely oriented _B coils placed 15 cm from the
location of the RT instability as described in Fig. 1. Each
coil is a single-turn loop of 0.047 in. semi-rigid coaxial cable
having a small gap in its shield conductor.30 This arrange-
ment combined with an RF ground loop diverting tech-
nique31 together achieve the 70 dB electrostatic interference
rejection necessary to observe whistler-range magnetic
fluctuations.
Upon exceeding a critical length determined by the
Kruskal-Shafranov kink stability criterion, the jet develops
an exponentially growing kink instability25 with 1010 m
s2 lateral acceleration. This acceleration provides an effec-
tive gravity pointing toward the z-axis, so a magnetic RT
instability occurs at the interface between the dense jet and
the diffuse exterior region as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
captured from the side; the small finger-like structures in the
figures are the RT ripples. A detailed linear perturbation
analysis in cylindrical geometry shows that the lateral mag-
netic RT instability couples to a classic current-driven (CD)
instability resulting in an intrinsically 3-D hybrid RT-CD
instability.32,33 The RT instability is experimentally observed
to choke the jet radius to the same order of magnitude as the
ion skin depth c=xpi; the jet then detaches from the disk
electrode indicating reconnection of previously frozen-in
magnetic fields.
III. PHENOMENA MEASURED TO OCCUR
IN ASSOCIATION WITH RT INSTABILITY
AND RECONNECTION
Figures 3(a)–3(d) are composites of the EUV (red) and
visible light (blue) images captured by the double-branch
imaging fiber bundle; the jet propagates toward the observer
in these figures. The exposure and interframe times are
500 ns. As the jet kinks, the top of the spiral projection in
this end-on view develops an RT instability and becomes
bright in EUV (red), while the remainder dims in visible
light (blue); the finger-like structures seen in Figs. 3(g) and
3(h) which show only visible light images of Figs. 3(c) and
3(d) correspond to RT ripples. The 5 cm 3 cm bright EUV
spot (red) is localized and lasts only 1 ls. Since the visible
light image is dark between the jet and the source electrode
at 29.5–30.0 ls, the EUV-to-visible light ratio is extremely
large.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) are line-of-sight plasma emission
spectra in the 347–353 nm range obtained, respectively, at
20–21ls (i.e., before kink and RT instability) and at
28–30ls (during RT instability). Figure 4(a) shows that both
Ar II and Ar III lines exist before the kink, while Fig. 4(b)
shows disappearance of most Ar II lines (347.7, 349.2,
352.0, and 352.1 nm) when the RT instability occurs and that
only Ar III lines appear (348.1, 350.0, 350.4, 350.9, 351.1,
and 351.4 nm). This preponderance of Ar2þ ions relative to
Arþ ions when RT instability occurs indicates that Te
increases. It is also observed that a 303.8 nm Ar IV line
exists at 28–30 ls but not at 20–21ls providing further dem-
onstration that RT instability increases Te. The reconnection
time is probably shorter than the ionization equilibration
time but if LTE is nevertheless assumed, the Saha ionization
FIG. 1. Sketch of experimental setup
and diagnostic layout.
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equation indicates Te ’ 5–10 eV in order to have 20–40 nm
emission from Ar5þ to Ar7þ ions.
To obtain the ion temperature Ti and the electron density
ne, a Voigt function (convolution of Gaussian and
Lorentzian functions) is fitted to the plasma emission spectra
in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). These spectra are, respectively, a
434.8 nm Ar II line obtained at 20–21 ls (i.e., before kink
instability) and a 330.2 nm Ar III line obtained at 28–30ls
(i.e., during RT instability). This fitting gives both Doppler
and Stark broadening allowing determination of Ti and ne
from a single spectral line.34 Because asymmetries can pro-
vide as much as 25% error,34 spectral lines having high sym-
metry as well as high signal-to-noise ratio were selected. The
Voigt analysis indicates Ti ¼ 2:660:4 eV and ne ¼
ð1:660:3Þ  1022 m3 at 20–21 ls, while Ti ¼ 15:862:3 eV
and ne ¼ ð5:162:1Þ  1022 m3 at 28–30 ls. This shows
that ion heating also occurs during the RT instability and
associated reconnection.
Figure 5(a), measurements obtained from the high fre-
quency _B probe, shows that strong broadband 3-D magnetic
fluctuations occur in association with the RT instability and
fast magnetic reconnection. Because the jet velocity is
10–20 km/s, jet motion across the 1 cm probe diameter pro-
duces up to 2MHz convective magnetic fluctuations; these
are removed by a digital highpass filter. The 100MHz sam-
pling rate of the data acquisition system resolves frequencies
up to 20 MHz. Within the 2–20MHz range, the _B spectra
have a x1 power-law scaling as shown in Fig. 5(b). For a
nominal B¼ 0.6 T magnetic field (assuming I¼ 30 kA and
1 cm jet radius), the singly ionized argon ion cyclotron fre-
quency is fci  0:2 MHz and the electron cyclotron fre-
quency is fce  17 GHz, so the 2–20MHz band is in the
whistler regime.
The _Br spectrogram in Fig. 5(c) shows that low-
frequency magnetic fluctuations start when the plasma
jet reaches the probe (15 ls) and then broadband
FIG. 2. Typical time evolution of kink-induced RT instability (side view). Interframe time was 1ls. The two typical shots shown in (a) and (b), respectively,
had identical experimental settings but the physical location of the RT ripples differs.
FIG. 3. (a)–(d) Front view, composite
EUV (red) and visible light (blue)
images of the jet. As RT instability
develops, the top part of the kinked jet
becomes extremely bright in EUV but
dims in visible light, indicating large
Te increase in top part. (e)–(h) Visible
light images of (a)–(d). Finger-like, RT
ripples are indicated by arrows.
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high-frequency fluctuations appear when RT instability
occurs (30 ls). Figures 6(a) and 6(b), hodograms of the
vector magnetic field in narrow frequency ranges, show
that the magnetic fluctuations are circularly polarized; the
angle between the wavevector and background magnetic
field is typically <60. The observed magnetic field circu-
lar polarization of an obliquely propagating wave identi-
fies the fluctuations to be whistler waves consistent with
recent space observations35 and recent models.36,37
Figure 7(a) shows the time-dependence of the voltage
across the electrodes and Fig. 7(b) shows the electric current.
The plasma ignites with application of 5 kV which drops to
2 kV immediately after breakdown. The electric current
peaks at 110 kA at 7–8 ls and remains at 50–60 kA until
50 ls. At 30 ls distinct, reproducible >500 V spikes (indi-
cated by the arrow) lasting 1ls appear across the electro-
des; this is when the RT instability occurs and the EUV
becomes bright. These voltage spikes may result from mag-
netic reconnection that changes the magnetic flux linking the
electrode circuit. Voltage spikes sometimes also appear at
other times and presumably result from rapid flux changes at
other locations. For example, Fig. 7(a) also contains a volt-
age spike at 25 ls but, unlike the RT-associated spikes at
30 ls, this spike and others not at times of RT instability
are not reproducible from shot to shot.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Magnetic field profile
Our plasma jet involves three progressively smaller
scales: (i) axisymmetric jet before kinking, (ii) kinking, and
(iii) RT instability. Scale (i) has been imaged, measured with
a movable 60-coil magnetic probe array (20 clusters of 3 or-
thogonal coils, clusters having 2 cm spacing), and modeled
using a numerical MHD code which gives magnetic fields in
good agreement with the field measured by the magnetic
probe array (see Figs. 4, 10, and 11 in Ref. 38). This agree-
ment is consistent with the MHD concept that magnetic field
is frozen into the plasma and indicates that the images show
the magnetic field configuration. Thus, at this scale, the
images constitute “seeing” how the magnetic field evolves.
Scale (ii), the kinking, shows images that are in excel-
lent agreement with the predictions of free-boundary MHD
FIG. 4. Plasma emission spectra (a) at
20ls (i.e., before kink instability) and
(b) at 28 ls (i.e., start of RT instabil-
ity). Almost all Ar II lines in (a) disap-
pear in (b) indicating Te increase.
Plasma emission spectra (c) near
434.8 nm (Ar II) at 20ls and (d) near
330.2 nm (Ar III) at 28 ls. Voigt fit of
(c) and (d) gives Doppler broadening
(wD) and Stark broadening (wS).
Reconnection increases Ti and ne from
2.8 eV and 1:4 1022 m3 to 16.7 eV
and 3:5 1022 m3, respectively.
FIG. 5. (a) _Br measured by probe having 150T/s sensitivity. Inset from 26
to 31ls shows magnetic fluctuations during RT instability. (b) _Br spectrum
from 27 to 40ls from fast Fourier transform. Linear regression shows that
this spectrum follows a f1:2 power-law; _B/; _Bz spectra are similar. (c) _Br
spectrogram in time-frequency domain with color representing common log-
arithm of the amplitudes in T/s.
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instability theory.25 This theory predicts that the magnetic
field will develop an exponentially growing helical shape
and since MHD predicts plasma is frozen to the magnetic
field, it predicts that the plasma should have an exponentially
growing helical shape. This is what is observed and so one
can conclude that at this scale, the images also constitute
“seeing” how the magnetic field evolves.
Scale (iii), the RT instability, has a length scale too
small to be resolved by the magnetic probe array. The struc-
ture becomes very complicated but the existence of the rip-
ples is very reproducible as seen in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) which
are the photos of two different shots having identical experi-
mental settings. These photos show that because the kink is
rotating around, the actual physical location of the rippled jet
in three-dimensional space differs from shot to shot. The the-
oretical calculation which is constructed from a numerical
evaluation of an analytic mode-coupling calculation for the
early phase of the RT instability32,33 reveals that the calcu-
lated ripples are such that the ripples exist on the trailing
side of the kink-accelerated jet and that at this trailing side
k  B is near-zero, where k is the ripple wavevector and B ¼
Bzz^ þ Bhh^ is the local “equilibrium” magnetic field, i.e., the
helical magnetic field of the kinked jet at the trailing side.
This is consistent with the slab-geometry result that the fast-
est growing Rayleigh-Taylor instability has k  B ¼ 0 so that
field lines are interchanged without changing the magnetic
energy.39,40
The ripples grow exponentially and, when they become
large, drastically affect the flux tube so that the topology of
the magnetic field and the current will have to change, i.e.,
there will be a magnetic reconnection. Due to the temporal
and spatial limitations of the resolution of the diagnostics,
the exact 3-D topology of the complex magnetic reconnec-
tion is unclear. However, the magnetic reconnection is pre-
sumably located where the EUV images get extremely bright
(see Fig. 3).
B. Electron ohmic heating and ion stochastic heating
The calculated electron Ohmic heating rate is 6:4
109 < gJ2 < 1:3 1013 W m3 using Spitzer resistivity41
g ¼ 1:03 104T3=2e Z lnK X m ¼ 3:3 105 X m with
Te ¼ 10 eV. The wide range of the calculated Ohmic heating
rate results from uncertainty in the current channel size and
FIG. 6. (a) Hodogram of magnetic vector from 30.3 to 30.9ls filtered by 8–10MHz Butterworth digital filter. _Br ; _B/; _Bz are projected to a 2D plane selected
by principle component analysis to obtain best-fitted ellipse (4:7 103 T/s major radius, 3:5 103 T/s minor radius). The blue square indicates the starting
magnetic vector and the red circle indicates the ending magnetic vector. Thick black line shows normal to plane (wave vector direction) and is
(r;/; z)¼ð0:27;0:82; 0:50Þ and is at angle 55 from the local magnetic field (thick red line). (b) Same as (a) except time range is 34.5 to 35.0ls and fre-
quency range is 11–13 MHz. Wave vector is (r;/; z)¼ð0:92;0:39;0:40Þ at 50 from local magnetic field B0 ¼ ð0:077T;0:020T;0:102TÞ. Best-fit
ellipse major/minor radii are 4:1 103 T/s and 3:2 103 T/s.
FIG. 7. (a) Voltage across the electro-
des showing spikes when RT instabil-
ity and bright EUV spot occur. (b)
Current flowing through electrodes.
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the fraction of total current in the current channel. The
observed electron heating rate 4:2 1010 < 3neDðkBTeÞ=2Dt
< 1:8 1011 W m3 is within the range of the calculated
electron Ohmic heating rate, so Ohmic heating is a plausible
electron heating mechanism.
The ion Ohmic heating rate is smaller than the electron
Ohmic heating rate by me=mi ’ 105; so Ohmic dissipation
cannot explain the rapid observed ion heating from 2.6 eV to
16 eV shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). The electron-ion energy
transfer rate (5 105 < Eei < 1:2 106 s1 for Te¼ 10 eV)
could marginally explain Ti reaching 10 eV if ne is at its
maximum but could not explain the observed Ti exceeding
Te. Stochastic ion heating
42–45 is a likely candidate to explain
such a strong ion heating. This heating mechanism occurs
when a radially dependent electrostatic potential fluctuation
satisfies the stochasticity threshold condition
mi
qiB2
@2~/
@r2

 > 1: (1)
This condition can also be seen by considering the Lorentz
equation for a parabolic repulsive electrostatic potential, so
m _v ¼ qðE0r=a þ v BÞ; if r  r0 expðixtÞ is assumed, then
x ¼ ðxc6
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
x2c  4qE0=ðmaÞ
p Þ=246,47 which implies expo-
nentially growing r and v if 4qE0=ðmax2cÞ > 1:
The 3-D reconnection process can be considered as
involving a local rapid change of field-aligned current (see
Fig. 1(c) of Ref. 48 for the detailed coordinate system), i.e.,
Jz ’ Jz0et=s where s  reconnection time scale (z direction
here is not the axial direction of the experiment but the direc-
tion of the local guide magnetic field). Ampere’s law shows
Bh ¼ l0Jz0ret=s=2 corresponding to Azðr; z; tÞ ¼ 
Ð r
0
drBh
¼ l0Jz0r2et=s=4. The generalized Ohm’s law with finite
electron inertia included is
Eþ U B 1
ne
J B ¼ gJþ c
2
x2pe
l0
@J
@t
: (2)
Using B ¼ Bzz^ þ Bhh^; J ¼ Jzz^ and E ¼ r/ @A=@t, the
z component of the generalized Ohm’s law is
 @/
@z
 @Az
@t
þ z^  UT  BT  1
ne
z^  JT  BT
¼ gJz þ c
2
x2pe
l0
@Jz
@t
; (3)
where the subscript T denotes components transverse to z.
In two-dimensional analyses of magnetic reconnection,
@=@z ¼ 0 so there would be no electrostatic term @/=@z, but
here the reconnection is localized in three dimensions so
@=@z 6¼ 0: Localization in three dimensions means that Ur and
Br are finite at some specific axial location which will be
denoted z¼ 0 but go to zero at axial locations outside this
reconnection region. The Hall term is important at radii smaller
than the ion skin depth c=xpi, and the electron inertia term
(last term on RHS of Eq. (2)) becomes important at radii of the
order of the even smaller electron skin depth scale c=xpe: We
assume that Hall reconnection is important but consider a
region axially and radially just outside the reconnection region,
so in this external region the Hall term and the electron skin
depth term are relatively small compared with the other terms
and so can be neglected. Because this external region is axially
displaced from z¼ 0 (i.e., from where z^  UT  BT ¼ UrBh
UhBr is finite), z^  UT  BT can also be neglected and so this
external region is effectively governed by resistive MHD in
contrast to the internal region which is governed by Hall MHD.
This external region then would be slightly larger than c=xpi
but not enormously larger as the relation between inner and
outer regions of magnetic reconnection is such that the outer
scale of the inner region corresponds to the inner scale of the
outer region. Thus, with these assumptions, Eq. (3) in the exter-
nal region (i.e., slightly larger than c=xpi region) reduces to
 @/
@z
 @Az
@t
’ gJz; (4)
which is just the parallel Ohm’s law when the Hall and elec-
tron inertia terms are not important and Ur¼ 0, Br ¼ 0:
Equation (4) can be integrated with respect to z to give
/ r; z; tð Þ ’ 
ðz
0
@Az
@t
þ gJz
 
dz: (5)
Since Jz is independent of r while Az depends on r, this gives
@2/
@r2
’  @
2
@r2
ðz
0
@Az
@t
dz ’  1
2s
l0Jz0ze
t=s; (6)
so using Eq. (1) ion orbits will be stochastic (exponentially
growing) if s < miðqiB2Þ1l0Jz0z: Using nominal z¼ 2 cm,
Bz¼ 0.6 T, and Jz0 ¼ 108 A m2 predicts Ar ion orbits will
be stochastic if s < 3 ls.
In order to confirm the possibility of stochastic heating,
the separation distance between two adjacent ions assuming
s¼ 1ls and s¼ 100 ls was calculated by numerically inte-
grating the Lorentz equations with the above electric and
magnetic fields. Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show the calculated
results, note the different vertical axis scales in Figs. 8(a)
and 8(b). Here, we assumed that ions do not collide with
other ions. As predicted, the separation distance grows expo-
nentially for s¼ 1 ls but not for s¼ 100 ls. Since the experi-
mentally observed reconnection has a time scale of order
1ls, the ions are clearly in the stochastic regime and will
have stochastic trajectories (i.e., exponentially increasing
inter-ion separation corresponding to rapidly increasing ran-
dom velocities). The ions are effectively falling off the
potential hill associated with the potential /  r2 because
the magnetic field is too weak for the ions to undergo E B
drifts. Ion-ion collisions do not inhibit this falling off the
potential hill, i.e., collisions do not inhibit stochastic heating
mechanism but only provide additional randomization so
this stochastic ion heating could occur even though the
1–10 ns ion-ion collision time is much smaller than s.
The effect of collisions is further investigated by includ-
ing pseudo-collisions in the numerical integration of Lorentz
equations as follows: we generate 1000 particles in the first
quadrant (x> 0, y> 0); the initial positions are randomly
chosen. Ions are assumed to have an initial random thermal
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motion equivalent to 2 eV and then each ion collides with
randomly chosen ions every 5 ns. Ions exchange their mo-
mentum and energy via elastic collisions with a random con-
tact angle but the position of the colliding ions is set to be
unchanged after the collision. The calculated energy distribu-
tions of 1000 ions at 1 ls for s¼ 1ls and for s¼ 100 ls are,
respectively, displayed in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d) and show that
the ions quickly gain kinetic energy when the stochastic
threshold is breached. Note the different horizontal axis
scales in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d).
C. Hall-MHD reconnection and whistler waves
We believe Hall-MHD reconnection is likely to occur in
our plasma because (i) the reconnection process depends on
Hall term physics16,21 when the current channel becomes
constricted to similar to c=xpi and the jet diameter is
observed to be of the same order of magnitude as the ion
skin depth when the RT instability occurs, (ii) whistler
waves, a Hall-MHD phenomenon, are observed when the jet
breaks from its source electrode in association with the RT
instability, and (iii) using the nominal value of B¼ 0.6 T and
the measured values of n ¼ 1:6 1022 m3 and Te¼ 2.6 eV,
the Hall term (J B=ne) and resistive term (gJ) are calcu-
lated to have the same order of magnitude in the generalized
Ohm’s law. An alternative scenario is that resistive MHD
reconnection occurs first and the whistler waves are kineti-
cally destabilized by anisotropic electron heating associated
with reconnection; this alternative scenario is considerably
more complicated and so seems less likely.
On including electron-ion collisions by making the
replacement me ! með1þ iei=xÞ, the whistler dispersion49
becomes x ¼ ðjxcejkk=k  x ieiÞk2c2=x2pe; assuming B
’ 0:6 T and kk=k ’ 0:5 shows whistlers propagate undamped
if ei < 5 1010 s1. It is seen that ei ¼ 1:5 1011 s1 for
Te¼ 2.6 eV and n ¼ 1:6 1022 m3 (before RT instability)
and ei ¼ 6:5 1010 s1 for Te¼ 10 eV and n ¼ 5:1 1022
m3 (after RT instability), so the propagation of whistler waves
through the main jet region could be damped. However, the
plasma density between the reconnection region and the loca-
tion where whistler waves were measured is much lower than
that of the main jet region and thus the propagation of whistler
waves is undamped as whistler waves escape the main jet
region.
Ji et al.19 previously reported MRX observations show-
ing whistler waves to be associated with magnetic reconnec-
tion. However, unlike the MRX experiments where the
reconnection was driven by modulating coil currents and
was two-dimensional, here the reconnection is localized in
three dimensions and is spontaneous as it results from a
kink-induced RT instability. Also, the reconnection region
density here is four orders of magnitude larger than in MRX
so that the electron mean free path (10 lm) is much smaller
than the current channel size (1 cm). The observation
that kink-induced RT instability causes fast reconnection
involving Hall-whistler physics suggests that Hall physics
likely underlies Taylor relaxation in spheromak and RFP
plasmas.
V. CONCLUSION
When the Rayleigh-Taylor instability induced by a kink
instability pinches the radius of a plasma jet to be similar to
the ion skin depth, it is observed that the following phenom-
ena occur: (i) a drastic change in plasma topology, (ii) a
strong EUV burst indicating localized electron heating, (iii)
Doppler broadening in plasma emission spectra indicating
fast ion heating, (iv) obliquely propagating, right-handed cir-
cularly polarized whistler waves, and (v) a strong, transient
voltage spike indicating a sudden change in magnetic flux.
These observations are presumed to correspond to a Hall-
MHD magnetic reconnection. We showed that the observed
FIG. 8. Differences between the posi-
tions of two initially adjacent particles,
dx ¼ x1  x2, obtained by numerical
integration of the Lorentz equations (a)
with s¼ 1 ls and (b) with s¼ 100ls.
Note the different vertical scales for
the two plots. Kinetic energy distribu-
tion at 1 ls (c) with s¼ 1 ls and (d)
with s¼ 100ls.
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electron heating is likely caused by the Ohmic dissipation
and the ion heating plausibly results from the stochastic ion
trajectories associated with a rapidly changing field-aligned
current. The generation mechanism of whistler waves is not
well understood yet and will be studied in the future.
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